
LITERARY ANALYSIS ON A WORN PATH

In â€œA Worn Pathâ€• colors are used to emphasize the depth and breadth of the story, and to reinforce the parallel
images of the mythical phoenix and the protagonist Phoenix Jackson. Eudora Weltyâ€™s story is rich with references to
colors that are both illustrative and perceptive.

She seems very determined to reach her goal. This well-known poem is about the struggle of a traveler
decision between two routes he could take. The gift is something that harnesses nature into both energy and
beautyâ€”it is something that represents hope, that maybe, just maybe, will help spur her grandson to push on
and extend the worn path a little farther. She faces racism from some of characters she meets along the way.
Therefore, Welty had to find a way both to take the reader inside the mind of a person significantly less
educated than herself while not limiting her own ability to write about that person in a way reflective of that
intelligence. Despite the difficulties that she has had to overcome Phoenix has been selfless with her only
priority being to help her grandson and get him the medicine he needs. The reader needs to look see the little
things like a dove symbolizes peace, or like the red rose stands for romance. Active Themes Related Quotes
with Explanations A white hunter, a young man, soon comes along, with a dog on a chain. Phoenix would
certainly not talk using such lofty language and it is equally doubtful she would write that way. She continues
to walk uphill, through thorny bushes, across log bridges, and under barbed-wire fences I will explain and
decode different techniques used by the author throughout her story. It may also be significant that throughout
her journey, Phoenix communicates with each animal she encounters. His disbelief that she would walk as far
as he can demeans her based on her age. Seeing a buzzard, she asks it aloud what it is watching, and is glad
that God made it so that snakes and other dangerous creatures are not out at this time of year. While still
maintaining the narrative logic of allowing for figurative language beyond the capacity Phoenix, the reader is
also allowed to see things through her eyes throughout her entire journey in a way that is almost as if it were a
first-person narration. For a good portion of the story, Phoenix is making a journey into town to find medicine
for her sick grandson. The fusing of fantasy and authenticity is absolutely essential for the story to be told in
the way that Welty desire. For a good portion of the story, Phoenix is making a journey into town to find
medicine for her sick grandson. Money, particularly in literature, is commonly used to symbolise greed
however the fact that Phoenix uses both the nickel she picks up from the ground and the nickel the nurse gives
her to buy something for her grandson suggests that she is being selfless, that she is thinking of somebody
else. This trip through nature is not going to be just any sort of walk; the natural world wants to tell this
woman something on this day. Just as her name suggests, Phoenix will rise again. Having to commute in such
difficult conditions, Phoenix endures through the dense and tiresome woods, stretching from the countryside
to the town. She enters a room and sees a document with a gold seal in a gold frame. If the journey's purpose
was clear from the start, the story would either feel different or need adjustments in writing. Not just any
literary point of view, either, but the one that probably is the most difficult for readers to identify. The reader
needs to look see the little things like a dove symbolizes peace, or like the red rose stands for romance.
Somewhat further on, she must pass through a barbed wire fence, and she is again careful about her dress.
When a reader approaches a work of literature they bring their own views and experiences with them, so each
reader will read each story differently. Related Posts:.


